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About This Game

Master the evergrowing dragon in virtual reality

Tails is a roomscale VR game for the HTC Vive.

Collect lanterns in order to grow the tail of your dragon. The game is easy to pick up but hard to master, and ensures a fun
challenge for the whole family.

Currently the game features a Zen Mode and a Time Attack Mode, which allows you to play the game at your own pace. So
whether you want to relax after a long day at work or get your daily cardio – that is entirely up to you.

We are expanding upon the game during early access to keep it entertaining and fresh while adding variety and replayability.
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This is a super fun game that I played ,many years ago when it was a MMO. I had lots of fun and played with several people in
guild. I truly beleive that if you give the game a chance and learn the mechanics, as they are a bit different, you will find a gem
of a gam to play.. mm hmm i love this. Way too easy.
Unrealistic. ( Was able to destroy several heavy tanks with only one unit of footsoldiers.)
Bullchenschiten.. The end. Or is it? A fun little group of adventurers that slowly grew on me.. no problem just killing my
friends..... Puzzle Bots is a point & click adventure game designed by Erin Robinson (famous for her indie game Spooks and
Little Girl in Underland), however this game has much more in common with one of her other games that goes by the name of
Nanobots.

You start as Hero, the pick-up bot and are soon joined by Ultrabot (the toughest bot) and soon find yourself exploring the world
around you from the eyes of a new-born robot. You'll later be joined by a whole host of other robots who each have their own
special abilities, which will come in handy as you explore further into the world.

The graphics are cute and the illustrations are provided by some famous illustrators including contributions from Harvey James
of Kotaku fame.

Some of the music tracks are really good, but where the game really excels is in its voice-overs; something you should by now
really ought to expect from Wadjet Eye games.

To finish then, the game is about loving cooperation, and is yet another gem in Wadjet Eye's growing IP archive.

If you're interested, here's my video review:

http://youtu.be/5Nnp3QHO68s
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Now where do I start.
Ninja Guy : the game that changed my life for the better. this game is the most story rich and beautiful game I have ever had the
honor of playing. The characters and level variety make this game one of the best rpgs out there and with the help of cow sensei
it is easy and fun to get into the story and gameplay. you can do many combos and in combination with the high quality of
graphics this game WILL blow your mind!
This game should at LEAST be 40+ euros but the developers gave us this masterpiece for only 1.99!

Without doubt a 10/10 must buy

. The cut scenes are an improvement over previous games but everything else is worse. The frame rate is all over the place and
the controls feel slow and unresponsive even the textures look amateurish in some stages.

Not recommended unless your already a fan of the series.. Huge fan of the manga & anime.
I love the way they tie you into the canon of the story!!!

Graphics, Gameplay and Soundtrack are all awesome.
The unlockable tools and upgradeable equipment are all cool RPG elements that you have to grind for.
I wish the controls for the Titans were more smooth.
(FYI you can play as any titan you capture if you visit the Titan Research Area)

If any1 wants to party up, feel free to add me so we can slay some titans!. It's cheap and honestly, adding more dungeons and
supporting more releases like this is nothing but good in my eyes. I happen to really like the new Youkai cards, the card for
clearing the dungeon isn't so hot, but the experience and gold for clearing it is really good, plus the cards given just for getting it
are quite great too. I enjoy the whole game overall, so this was an easy investment and hope to see more like this. I understand a
lot of people don't like the whole paying content thing, but honestly I rather pay 2-3 dollars for content like this than F2P and
then getting nickled and dimmed to death. The producers have to make a profit somehow, and this is way better than micro-
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transactions. Getting a whole new dungeons and access to neat cards for a one time payment is optimal to me. If the staff ever
happen to see this, if you keep to this kind of model, I at least would be keeping up with expansions like this.. Still have no idea.
Amazing game if you play with ur friends. Most of the time you don't know what ur doing but its really enjoyable and a great
laughing time haha. I would recommend this game for anybody!. I bought this to support these awesome devs and you should
too.

That said, it is actually surprsingly fun to mess around with the many new wheel options the DLC adds. Makes your truck a lot
more individual and personal.. Got 2 hours to spare and wanna do nerve-wrecking puzzle? You got this.. nice puzzler
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